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Local Government Reform Submission - Dawn Jecks 

I would like to raise some issues that I believe are a problem at present and need to be fixed. 

It's not so much that the LG Act needs much fixing BUT outcomes that are against the wider community interest are 
resu lting from the introduction of Development Assessment Panel (OAP) legislation and the related regulations etc. I 
believe that ratepayers are currently getting a raw deal. 

There have been disturbing cases where government departments have used the OAP as a tool to approve 
controversial developments 

I am opposed to the use of ratepayer resources to develop Responsible Authority Reports which are contrary to 
Local Planning Schemes as I am opposed to the use of ratepayer resources to defend Supreme Court Action against 
a OAP decision 

Actions like State Government permitting a policy in a Council that elected members must represent the interests of 
that Council which is in conflict with Section 2.10 of the Act - Role of Councillors 

I disagree with the OAP being able to instructed planners of local government that they are the Responsible 
Authority and not the elected Council 

It is simply untenable that the rules of the OAP that say a councillor on a OAP panel must act independently of their 
council and electors and ignore decisions of council on a OAP application despite the Local Government Act 1995 
section 2.10 the Role of Councillors. This is a clear conflict. 

Few ratepayers are aware until a controversial development is planned that their home life and lifestyle could be at 
risk. 

At present the public generally, or adjoining landowners specifically, who may be directly affected by a proposed 
development, have no secure right to make objecting submissions 

Given the composition of OAP's, that law provides opportunity for policy based, biased or favoured assessments to 
be unchallenged regard less of potential impact or consequences. 

It sets aside the structured incremental application and review processes incorporated into local government 
assessments. 

A OAP has no obligation to consider the impact of a development upon adjoin ing landowners. This is an unfair law 
because all development means a change in the prevailing environment yet impacted ratepayers and residents have 
no say. This needs to change. 

Thanks for considering the points that I have raised. 



Dawn Jecks 
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